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Editor’s Comments
First an apology for not having produced a Newsletter
since April. Unfortunately I have been laid low by the
side effects of medication, and it has taken me many
weeks to get back to something like normal. Hopefully
things will only improve from now on.
Much has happened since the last Newsletter, so I will
have to make rather more brief reports than usual in
order to get it all in!
The Worshipful Company of Turners Competition
attracted five of our members. Stuart King was awarded
a Second Prize in the Pole Lathe candlestick competition.
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MWA Annual Seminar
Despite some early worries about the sales of tickets, we
notched up a full house on the day, and even managed to
show a small profit on the event. This has resulted in a
donation to the Fund which supports the Village Hall which
we use in Gt. Kingshill.
Mark Baker was the man in
charge of the day. Mark is
well known as editor of
Woodturning magazine, and he
takes a hands on approach to
the
job
by
attending
woodturning
clubs
and
demonstrating whenever he
can find the time.
Mark’s
approach seemed to be
unhurried, but he covered a
huge amount of ground
nevertheless. He was mostly concerned with aspects of bowl
turning, though he did take some time off at one point to
demonstrate box making techniques. Every aspect of the
work was dealt with; tools, sharpening, and techniques
appropriate to the tasks in hand. He spent some tme on
various types of decoration. Mostly simple techniques, but
with impressive results . contd.

Seminar Contd.
Unlike
some
demonstrators, he
did not fully finish
all the projects, as
this would have
taken much more
time than he was
willing to spare.
Instead,
he
generously
presented the part
A Sampler of Decorations finished work to
MWA, which will
finish them, and place them on sale to boost the
collection for the Shooting Star Hospice.

Lunch was the usual well provisioned buffet.
Adrian Needham organised the food, and the
ladies of the Club, admirably supported by
Eddie Morgan, looked after it all, and laid on
drinks at intervals during the day. The lunch

Mark kindly agreed
to
review
the
impressive entries in
the Instant Gallery,
commenting on the
pieces, and selecting
both the Best entry,
and the winner of the
Graddage Trophy
for the best entry
made by a Club
member during the Graddage Trophy Winner
past twelve months.
Don Murray

A Study in concentration!
break ored a much appreciated chance for a
good old natter as well The whole day was
rated as a great success, with an excellent
Instant Gallery, good food and good
company, and topics which related directly to
the usual activities of wood turners, rather
than to unusual specialisms. Thanks are due
to Mark Baker for leading the day, and the
team from MWA which laboured hard and
long to set it all up and clear up afterwards.
Thanks are due too to the delegates who
contributed fully to the day.

Finishing Techniques
Mark Raby was with us on13th. May, demonstrating a multitude of
finishing techniques on behalf of Ryland, the well know supplier of
finishing materials. Most of us are familiar with the basic finishing
methods, but still struggle to attain a good finish on our work. Mark
came well prepared with a box of blanks and masses of different
finishing materials. He was accompanied by his wife who literally
‘looked after the shop’ as he worked, and helped with sales during the
tea break, and after the session ended. Mark demonstrated all the
standard finishes; wax, oil, lacquer, spray finishes, and friction
polishes. He emphasised the importance of thorough preparation
before any finish was applied. Few of us use a ‘tack cloth’ to remove
dust and stray abrasive grains between changes of abrasive , but Mark regarded the tack cloth as an
essential part of the preparation routine. Certainly he quickly produced flawless surfaces following
preparation. Perhaps we should all consider getting in a stock of tack cloths. A problem is that tack
cloths do not store well and soon lose their effectiveness, so buy new ones in small packs but more
often. As an alternative to a tack cloth, a compressed air jet is very effective, if one is to hand.
Apart from using conventional finishes, mark was able to demonstrate unconventional combinations
of finishes, too many to record here, which produced surprising results. There was also the
increasingly popular use of buffing mops and compounds normally associated with metal finishing
to produce a superlative gloss on wood. (Too shiny for some, making the wood look like plastic!)
Finishing is not just about putting a shine on the work. Colouring is an increasingly popular method
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Finishing contd.
Finishing is not just about putting a shine on the work. Colouring is
an increasingly popular method of embellishment. Mark had time to
show us a variety of colouring methods and materials, which once
applied, and given time to dry out could be further enhanced by a
compatible choice of polish.
The evening provided a valuable addition to our knowledge of
finishing and colouring techniques. Perhaps Mark should consider
publishing some notes on his methods to accompany his
demonstrations, as there was far too much material for your scribe to
keep track of it all.
Conditions were not conducive to good
photography on this occasion, hence the shortage of illustraions.

Workshop Evenings
It seems that our regular series of Workshop Evenings is fulfilling a need amongst the Club
members. The evenings are well attended, and it is noticeable that more members are taking
advantage of the opportunity to have a go under expert supervision. There are many members of
MWA who are beginners in the craft of wood turning, and it it is those members to whom the series
is generally directed. There is a small sub group of the Committee who, with wise advice from
Stuart King, plan the Workshop Evenings. But of course, we are always learning, and even more
experienced turners often find little details of interest to them. So far, the projects have been, in the
main, beginner’s pieces, designed to teach the correct uses of a small range of tools, but we did
branch out into pyrography and piercing on one evening. Members attending in June will have
noticed that the Club has bought a fourth small lathe to add to the equipment. It is an Axminster
AWVSL variable speed machine, which at £172.50 must be the best value for money on offer
anywhere for this class of small lathe. It is portable, but of sufficient capacity to satisfy novice
turners needs for quite a while.
Usually, on workshop evenings, there is a bring and buy sale, when anyone who has surplus tools or
materials to get rid of can set up shop. Make use of it! Some of the stuff on sale latterly has been
raising funds for the Shooting Star Charity. Also, we often, courtesy of Ralph Pooley, offer a tool
regrinding service on Workshop Evenings, because without sharp tools nobody can turn properly.
One last point. We really would like requests from you, the members, for topics which you would
like to have included in the Workshop Evenings. Talk to Tony Champion or Stuart King if you
have something to suggest.

Dates for your Diary
July 17 -18
August 12
September 3 - 5
September 9
October 14
October 15 - 17
November 7 - 13
November 11
December 9th

Chilterns Show at the showground Gt. Missenden.
Workshop Evening.
Live Crafts at Gt.Missenden.
Pyrography is cancelled. Two of our membes will demonstrate instead.
Tony Halcrow. Tony is a new demostrator. Details when available.
Windsor Racecourse Show
MWA Exhibition at the Cow Byre Gallery Ruislip.
AGM Plus.
Christmas Party.
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Library News
There is now a new additions page on the web site, in addition to one on the notice board. Many
thanks to Dennis Phipps for giving many of his late brothet John’s books and videos to the Library
stock. Some are for sale to boost Library funds. If you have any unwanted books, Magazines,
Videos, or DVDs to dispose of, please contact Gordon Gookson.

Website update
Did you know that our website now has a ‘For Sale’ section? If you wish to use it, please contact
the Webmaster, Peter Phelps. Plase note that the Apollo lathe and other equipment offered for sale
by Mrs. Reid has now all been sold except for the Workbench.

A Use for your Hardwood Shavings
Did you know that hardwood shavings are in demand by potters making Raku fired pottery?
If you hae a quantity to give away, there is a potter called Sue Varley in Uxbridge who would be
very glad to have them. Telephone 01895 231738

Mini-Gallery

Seen in the Instant Gallery at the
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Seminar.
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